In all eukaryotes DNA is wrapped around an octamer of histone proteins to form nucleosomes, which fold to form higher order chromatin structures. The nucleosome comprises two copies of both histones H3 and H4, which form a heterotetramer and bind DNA in the first step of nucleosome assembly. This (H3--H4)~2~ -- DNA complex (the tetrasome) subsequently binds two histone H2A--H2B heterodimers to form the nucleosome core particle (refs. [@R1], [@R2]). There are distinct variants of H2A, H2B, and H3, and all histones can also be post-translationally modified in multiple ways. The assembly of nucleosomes with variant and post-translationally modified histones at particular genomic locations is thought to constitute a "histone code" that can be inherited in an epigenetic manner during DNA replication to establish and maintain transcriptional programs and cell identity (ref. [@R3]).

When DNA is replicated, nucleosomes need to be disassembled in front of the replication fork and the histones must then be transferred to the newly duplicated strands for reassembly. Early biochemical studies showed that during DNA replication the 'old' parental nucleosomes segregate randomly onto the leading and lagging strands behind the replication fork, with the gaps being filled by the deposition of 'new' nucleosomes. Importantly, work from several groups using different approaches has shown that H3--H4 complexes involving the replication-dependent histone H3 variant (H3.1) are segregated as tetramers, i.e. a mixture of 'old' and 'new' histone H3--H4 dimers are not used to generate new nucleosomes during DNA replication (refs. [@R4], [@R5]). This view has recently been reaffirmed by mass spectrometry studies that show that H3.1--H4 nucleosomes contain either 'old' or 'new' H3--H4 tetramers, but not a mixture (ref. [@R6]). Surprisingly, however, studies of the *in-vivo* composition of histone H3 complexes (ref. [@R7]), as well as structural studies of the ASF1--H3--H4 complex (refs. [@R8], [@R9]), have shown that histone H3--H4 complexes are handled as dimers (for a review see ref. [@R10]). To understand how histones H3--H4 are disassembled and reassembled we are studying their interactions with the retinoblastoma-associated proteins, RbAp46 and RbAp48, histone chaperones that are key players in the assembly of nucleosomes.

RbAp46 and RbAp48 are highly homologous (90 % identical) members of the WD40 repeat β-propeller structure proteins. RbAp46 is an essential subunit of the HAT1 histone-acetyltransferase complex, which acetylates newly synthesized histone H4 on lysines 5 and 12 prior to nucleosome assembly (refs. [@R11], [@R12]). RbAp48 on the other hand is a subunit of the chromatin-assembly factor-1 (CAF-1) complex, which assembles histones H3 and H4 onto newly replicated DNA to initiate nucleosome assembly (refs. [@R13], [@R14]). In addition to playing an essential role in replication-dependent nucleosome assembly, both RbAp46 and RbAp48 are also found in numerous other protein complexes involved in the regulation of chromatin structure. These include: the *Drosophila* nucleosome remodeling complex (NURF; refs. [@R15], [@R16]); the nucleosome remodeling and deacetylase complex (NuRD; refs. [@R17], [@R18]); and the polycomb repressive complex 2 (PRC2; ref. [@R19]). Both NuRD and PRC2 play key roles in maintaining the silent state of master regulatory genes during embryonic development and stem cell renewal (refs. [@R20], [@R21]), and studies of an *Arabidopsis* homologue, AtMSI1, suggest that RbAp48 also plays an important role in epigenetic inheritance during cell division (ref. [@R22]).

In all of these different protein complexes RbAp46 and RbAp48 appear to act as chaperone proteins that bind to histone H3--H4 complexes, although we note that RbAp48 and p55 (the *Drosophila* homolog of RbAp46 or RbAp48) also bind to FOG-1 (Friend of GATA 1, ref. [@R23]) and one of the subunits from the *Drosophila* PRC2 complex (Suz12, ref. [@R24]), respectively. Previous studies have shown how RbAp46 and p55 interact with the N-terminal helix within the core histone-fold of H4 (refs. [@R25], [@R26]). More recently p55 has also been shown to interact with the N-terminal tail of histone H3 (refs. [@R24], [@R27]). However, despite their very central role, little is known about how RbAp46, RbAp48 or p55 function in chromatin-associated processes. It is not even clear whether they interact with the intact histone H3--H4 complex, or just with the isolated histone H3 or H4 proteins. Here we demonstrate that RbAp48 does indeed bind the histone H3--H4 complex. We also show that there are major structural rearrangements in the core fold of the histone H3--H4 complex when it binds RbAp48. Importantly, these results suggest that RbAp48 binding leads to conformational changes within the H3--H3 interface such that it only binds to H3--H4 dimers, rather than (H3--H4)~2~ tetramers. Our studies suggest a surprising degree of structural plasticity in the core histone H3--H4 structure and we show that an allosteric mechanism facilitates the exchange of H3--H4 between the RbAp48 and ASF1 histone chaperones. The finding that RbAp48 binds histone H3--H4 heterodimers, but *not* histone (H3--H4)~2~ heterotetramers, has important implications for understanding the role(s) of these proteins and of histones H3--H4 in epigenetic inheritance.

Results {#S1}
=======

Stoichiometry of the RbAp48 interaction with H3--H4 {#S2}
---------------------------------------------------

Previously, we showed that both H3 and H4 interact with RbAp46 using gel filtration and cross-linking experiments (ref. [@R26]). However, these experiments did not exclude the possibility that RbAp46 interacts with only one of these histones at a time.

To investigate this further, we performed gel filtration experiments using RbAp48 and globular forms of H3 (gH3) and H4 (gH4), which lack the parts of their flexible N-terminal tails (the first 26 and 19 residues of H3 and H4, respectively). \[We studied the RbAp48--gH3--gH4 complex because it gave better resolved nano-electrospray ionization (ESI) mass spectra under non-dissociating conditions, and the N-terminal tails of H3 and H4 are not required for CAF-1-mediated nucleosome assembly (refs. [@R28], [@R29]).\] The N-terminus of unmodified H4 does not interact with RbAp46 or RbAp48 (refs. [@R12], [@R26], [@R27]), but newly synthesized H4 is di-acetylated at Lys-5 and Lys-12 by RbAp46--HAT1 prior to binding ASF1. Therefore, we also confirmed that an N-terminal Lys5--Lys12 di-acetylated H4 peptide did not bind either RbAp48 or ASF1 ([Supplementary Fig. 1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Size exclusion chromatography experiments showed that the RbAp48--gH3--gH4 complex migrates only marginally faster through a gel filtration column than does the tetrameric (gH3--gH4)~2~ complex alone ([Fig. 1a](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). This is consistent with disruption of the (gH3--gH4)~2~ tetramer (44.3 kDa) upon binding RbAp48, giving a 1:1 (RbAp48 : gH3--gH4) complex (70 kDa), substantially smaller than that expected for RbAp48 binding a (gH3--gH4)~2~ tetramer (92 kDa). A similar result is observed for ASF1, where the 1:1 human ASF1^1-159^: gH3--gH4 complex (40 kDa) migrates through a gel filtration column more slowly than does the tetrameric (gH3-gH4)~2~ complex alone (44.3 kDa, [Supplementary Fig. 2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This suggested that, as with ASF1, RbAp48 might bind to gH3--gH4 heterodimers, as opposed to (gH3--gH4)~2~ heterotetramers, forming a 1:1 RbAp48 : H3--H4 complex.

To verify whether RbAp48 binds H3--H4 heterodimers, we recorded nano-ESI mass spectra of the RbAp48--gH3--gH4 complex under non-dissociating conditions ([Fig. 1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Expansion of the m/z 3500 -- 5500 region of the spectrum shows charge state series consistent with the masses of RbAp48--gH3--gH4, RbAp48--gH3 and RbAp48--gH4 ([Fig. 1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, no peaks consistent with the interaction of RbAp48 with a (gH3--gH4)~2~ tetramer were observed -- even when we tuned the mass spectrometer to favour the observation of larger complexes. This suggests that RbAp48 exists in a 1:1 complex with gH3--gH4, where both H3 and H4 can dissociate to yield either RbAp48--gH3 or RbAp48--gH4 sub-complexes ([Fig. 1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In an MS/MS experiment where a single charge state of the RbAp48--gH3--gH4 complex was fragmented by collision-induced dissociation with inert gas molecules, the gH4 protein dissociated from the complex more readily than gH3 ([Fig. 1c](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). This either suggests that H3 associates more tightly with RbAp48, or that H4 is more exposed than H3 on the complex surface. Fragmentation of the RbAp48--gH3--gH4 complex always yielded some RbAp48--gH3 complex, demonstrating that the H3 globular domain interacts directly with RbAp48. This rules out the possibility that H3 interacts with RbAp48 solely through the H3 N-terminal tail (because this experiment was carried out with tailless gH3) or via interactions with H4. We also carried out similar experiments using intact H3 and H4 and, again, no evidence for an interaction of RbAp48 with a H3--H4 tetramer could be found ([Supplementary Fig. 3](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, these studies did demonstrate that the intact H3--H4 complex interacts more stably with RbAp48 than the gH3--gH4 complex does, consistent with reports that the H3 N-terminal tail binds the *Drosophila* RbAp48 homologue p55 (refs. [@R24], [@R27]).

RbAp48 binds histone H3--H4 dimers {#S3}
----------------------------------

These above experiments suggested that RbAp48 interacts with H3--H4 dimers, but not (H3--H4)~2~ tetramers. We next performed pulsed electron-electron double resonance (PELDOR) experiments to study the structure of H3--H4 when bound to RbAp48. PELDOR experiments allow the measurement of distances in the range of 20-80 Å or longer between two spin-labeled cysteine residues. These labels were incorporated into full-length unmodified H3--H4 via site-directed mutagenesis at positions where side chains are solvent-exposed and are not required for structural integrity (ref. [@R30]).

First, an H3--H4 complex was studied wherein H3 had been labeled with an MTSL \[(1-oxyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethylpyrroline-3-methyl)-methanethiosulfonate\] spin-label at a cysteine introduced at Gln-125 ([Fig. 2a](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). As shown previously, PELDOR experiments with the (H3--H4)~2~ tetramer clearly show a peak at just less than 30 Å, consistent with the distance expected between the two H3 Gln-125 residues (ref. [@R31]). When RbAp48 was added, however, very little interaction between the two spin-labels could be observed. Once again this suggests that RbAp48 disrupts (H3--H4)~2~ heterotetramer formation when it binds H3--H4 heterodimers -- when bound to RbAp48, the spin-labeled cysteines of each H3 molecule are no longer close enough in space to generate a PELDOR signal ([Fig. 2a](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, the normalized intensity (NI) of the data for the Gln-125 labeled H3--H4 tetramer (black trace in [Fig. 2a](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) shows an oscillation depth of approximately 0.65, which suggests the interaction of two spins (ref. [@R32]). By contrast, upon addition of RbAp48, the oscillation depth increases to \~0.85, indicating that there are very few interacting spin-labels (blue trace in [Fig. 2a](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Consequently, and consistent with the gel filtration and non-denaturing MS results, both the distance distributions and the oscillation depth of the PELDOR data suggest that RbAp48 binds H3--H4 dimers. These results were further supported by a second experiment investigating the interaction of RbAp48 with intact H3--H4 labeled at Gln-125 in H3 and Thr-71 in H4 (black trace in [Fig. 2b](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In the absence of RbAp48 the oscillation depth was 0.45 (consistent with more than two interacting spins) and we observed a broad multiple distance distribution as expected for the three spin-label distances in (H3--H4)~2~ tetramers. When RbAp48 was added, the oscillation depth increased to 0.6, which is consistent with a decrease in the number of interacting spins (blue trace in [Fig. 2b](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) and an RbAp48 interaction with H3--H4 dimers. This experiment further suggested that the structure of H3 at the H3--H3 dimerization interface (i.e. around Gln-125) is disrupted and becomes more dynamic when RbAp48 binds, because the transformed data suggest a number of different distances ([Fig. 2b](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

Taken together, these results all suggest that RbAp48 forms a 1:1 complex with H3--H4, i.e. that RbAp48 binds an H3-H4 heterodimer. The PELDOR data further suggest that RbAp48 binding destabilizes the structure of the H3-H3 interface in the (H3--H4)2 heterotetramer.

H3--H4 show large structural rearrangements on binding RbAp48 {#S4}
-------------------------------------------------------------

The non-denaturing MS analysis showed conclusively that RbAp48 can simultaneously interact with both H3 and H4 in the RbAp48--H3--H4 complex. We confirmed that RbAp48 binds H4 in a similar manner to RbAp46 and p55 ([Supplementary Fig. 4](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and next attempted to investigate the mode of interaction of the H3--H4 complex with RbAp48. Thus far it has not been possible to either crystallize the RbAp46 or RbAp48 complexes nor to obtain good quality NMR spectra, but the structures of RbAp46 and p55 in complex with an H4 peptide indicate that unfolding of helix-1 of the H4 core histone fold is necessary for interaction with RbAp46 or RbAp48 (refs. [@R25], [@R26]). This suggests a model ([Fig. 3a](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) where H3--H4 exists in two different conformations: in one, H4 helix-1 is bound to the H3--H4 globular domains resulting in an H3--H4 conformation that cannot bind RbAp46 or RbAp48; in the other, H4 helix-1 is unfolded, permitting binding to RbAp46 and RbAp48.

We tested whether such a structural rearrangement can be observed during formation of the RbAp48--H3--H4 complex using PELDOR experiments. H4 was labeled at residue 25 and H3 was labeled at residue 65. We also used a C110E mutant of H3 to reduce any residual propensity for H3--H4 tetramerization (ref. [@R33]). A rather broad distance distribution at \~29 Å (black trace) was observed for the doubly labeled H3--H4 heterodimer, which shifted to \~53 Å (blue trace) when H3--H4 was bound to RbAp48 ([Fig. 3b](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Confirmation of the previous result was obtained a similar result (where the peak shifts from \~23 Å to \~61 Å, [Fig. 3c](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) when H3 was instead labeled at residue 90. These measured H3--H4 distances are consistent with a model ([Fig. 3a](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), where H4 helix-1 is disengaged from the core histone fold in the RbAp48--H3--H4 complex. We see multiple peaks in the EPR data for both the H3--H4 and the RbAp48--H3--H4 complexes, suggesting that there is some conformational heterogeneity in both complexes, perhaps due to flexibility of the spin-label attached to residue 25 in H4 (which is unstructured in the RbAp46--H4 complex; refs. [@R25], [@R26]).

RbAp48 and ASF1 can simultaneously interact with H3-H4 {#S5}
------------------------------------------------------

Previous structural studies have shown that ASF1 interacts with the C-terminal regions of H3 and H4 (refs. [@R8], [@R9]) whereas RbAp46 and p55 interact with H4 helix-1 (refs. [@R25], [@R26]). This suggests that RbAp46 or RbAp48 and ASF1 might be able to bind simultaneously to opposite sides of the H3--H4 dimer. To test this, we performed further gel filtration and non-denaturing ESI MS experiments. A refolded gH3--gH4 complex was mixed with RbAp48 in a 1:1 ratio together with an excess of ASF1^1-159^ (18.1 kDa) and the complexes were analyzed by gel filtration. We found that a RbAp48--gH3--gH4--ASF1^1-159^ quaternary complex can be formed (88 kDa), which elutes earlier from the column than either RbAp48--gH3--gH4 or ASF1^1-159^--gH3--gH4 (retention volumes of 1.47 mL compared with 1.50 mL and 1.59 mL, respectively; compare [Fig. 4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"} with [Figs. 1a](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Fig. 2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The formation of this complex was further confirmed by gel filtration of intact H3--H4, mixed with ASF1^1-159^ in a 1:1 molar ratio together with an excess of RbAp48 ([Supplementary Fig. 5a](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Under the same conditions, RbAp48 and ASF1 do not by themselves interact ([Supplementary Fig. 5b](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), thus confirming that RbAp48--H3--H4--ASF1 complex formation is mediated by the histones (ref. [@R34]).

RbAp48--H3--H4--ASF1 complex formation was further confirmed by non-denaturing ESI MS ([Fig. 4b](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Species were identified from RbAp48--H3--H4--ASF1, RbAp48 and ASF1, but not from RbAp48 or ASF1 with histones, suggesting that interactions of H3--H4 with both chaperones are destabilized in the presence of the other. (This may in turn lead to a loss of H3--H4 from solution under the lower salt conditions used for mass spectrometry.)

Allosteric model for exchange of H3--H4 between ASF1 and RbAp48 {#S6}
---------------------------------------------------------------

During nucleosome assembly ASF1 is thought to pass H3--H4 to RbAp48 (when part of CAF-1) for subsequent deposition on to DNA (reviewed in ref. [@R35]). Our non-denaturing MS studies suggested that interactions of H3--H4 with both chaperones are destabilized in the presence of the other, and the EPR experiments further suggested that the H3--H3 dimerization interface -- the region that binds ASF1 -- is destabilized within RbAp48--H3--H4. This suggests that binding of RbAp48 to H3--H4 should destabilize the interaction with ASF1, thereby facilitating the exchange of H3--H4 between the two chaperones. To directly test this hypothesis we carried out fluorescence polarization (FP) experiments to compare the affinity of ASF1 for the H3--H4 and RbAp48--H3--H4 complexes.

First, the affinities of both ASF1 and RbAp48 for H3--H4 were measured, where H3 had either been labeled with the Cy3 fluorophore at Gln-125 (for measurement of the affinity of ASF1 binding) or at Leu-65 (for measurement of the affinity of RbAp48 binding). We labeled H3 at different positions in order to determine the affinities using fluorescence intensity experiments (data not shown). ASF1 and RbAp48 bound H3--H4 with very similar affinities -- the apparent K~D~ values were 0.27 ± 0.11 nM and 0.61 ± 0.49 nM, respectively ([Figs. 5a, b](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). At the concentrations of H3--H4 used in these experiments (20 nM for the ASF1 and 6 nM for the RbAp48 titrations, respectively), H3--H4 is present as a dimer (ref. [@R36]), simplifying the analysis.

We then repeated the ASF1 experiment, this time after adding RbAp48 to Q125 Cy3-labelled H3--H4 at a concentration 10 fold higher than its K~D~ for binding to H3--H4. This showed that the affinity of ASF1 for the RbAp48--H3--H4 complex was substantially lower than that for H3--H4 alone -- the apparent K~D~ was 7.1 ± 3.6 nM. To improve the statistics, we performed the fit using a Monte Carlo algorithm where we corrected for a slight drift. This gave a lower apparent K~D~ of 3.0 nM (error analysis was not possible using this approach), but both fitting procedures clearly indicate that the affinity of ASF1 for RbAp48--H3--H4 is an order of magnitude weaker than that for H3--H4 alone ([Fig. 5c](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The apparent K~D~ for binding of ASF1 to H3--H4 presented here (0.27 ± 0.11 nM) is lower than that of 2.5 nM for the binding of intact yeast Asf1 to H3--H4 determined by Donham et. al. (ref. [@R36]). This discrepancy could reflect the species difference, or the different solution conditions or fluorescence method used. We repeated the whole experiment using separately purified proteins and measured apparent K~D~ values of 0.3 nM and 6.8 nM respectively for binding of ASF1 to H3--H4 and RbAp48--H3--H4, demonstrating the reproducibility of our apparent K~D~ values (data not shown). We also checked the apparent K~D~ for the binding of RbAp48 to H3--H4 using a different, FRET-based, approach and obtained a similar affinity (4.7 nM, data not shown). The fact that we can determine similar apparent K~D~ values using different fluorescence-based approaches gave us confidence in these findings.

Our results show that binding of RbAp48 to the histone H3--H4 complex destabilizes the interaction of ASF1 with H3--H4. This reduction in affinity of ASF1 for H3--H4, when complexed with RbAp48, suggests that RbAp48 modifies the H3--H4 structure, reducing its affinity for ASF1 by an allosteric mechanism. This would facilitate transfer of H3--H4 from ASF1 to RbAp48 in CAF-1-mediated nucleosome assembly. In other words, when ASF1--H3--H4 binds to RbAp48, this weakens the interaction of H3--H4 with ASF1, allowing the latter's release.

Discussion {#S7}
==========

Recent purification of histone H3 complexes formed during the assembly and processing of histone H3--H4 has identified a number of distinct complexes on which H3--H4 are assembled. During the course of assembly, 'new' H4 is acetylated on Lys-5 and Lys-12 through interactions with RbAp46-HAT1 before being transferred to ASF1 (refs. [@R35], [@R37]). Following nuclear import, the replication dependent H3--H4 complex (H3.1-H4) is transferred from ASF1 to CAF-1 (ref. [@R7]), which consists of RbAp48 in a complex with p60 and p150 (refs. [@R13], [@R14]), for subsequent deposition onto DNA (reviewed in ref. [@R35]). Previous studies have shown that ASF1 interacts directly with the p60 subunit of CAF-1 (ref. [@R38]) to deliver the H3--H4 complex to RbAp48 in CAF-1. Thus RbAp46 and RbAp48 interact with the H3--H4 complex and ASF1 at two key stages of the pathway for deposition of newly synthesized H3--H4 during replication-dependent nucleosome assembly. (We note that these complexes also involve other chaperones, which for simplicity are not discussed here -- see ref. [@R37].)

Using gel filtration and non-denaturing mass spectrometry we have shown that RbAp48 makes direct contacts with both histones H3 and H4 in the H3--H4 complex. Our EPR experiments suggest a surprising plasticity in the H3--H4 complex, with a structural rearrangement consistent with helix-1 in H4 becoming disengaged from the core H3--H4 fold in order to bind to RbAp48. Moreover, gel filtration, non-denaturing MS and EPR experiments all show that RbAp48 interacts with H3--H4 dimers, but not with histone (H3--H4)~2~ tetramers, and the EPR data suggest that this is because the H3--H3 interface is destabilized. These results suggest an allosteric model for the exchange of histones H3--H4 between the two chaperone proteins, whereby RbAp48 binding to H3--H4 weakens its interactions with ASF1. We obtained direct evidence for this model by comparing the binding affinities of ASF1 to either the H3--H4 or RbAp48--H3--H4 complexes using fluorescence polarization experiments. Because histones bind so tightly to these chaperones it seems likely that the structural plasticity of H3--H4, and the allosteric mechanism that releases ASF1 when ASF1--H3--H4 binds to RbAp48, is functionally important for the transfer of these histones between the different complexes involved in chromatin assembly. In the future it will also be interesting to carry out similar experiments with RbAp46, which instead transfers H3--H4 *to* ASF1.

A picture is thus emerging of dimeric histone H3--H4 complexes being exchanged between a series of chaperone complexes prior to their deposition onto nascent DNA. However, H3--H4 tetramers need to be formed at some point. Our results suggest that newly synthesized H3--H4 complexes are handled as dimers at all points up until tetramer assembly on CAF-1. Alternatively, assembly of new nucleosomes during DNA replication might occur via sequential CAF-1 mediated deposition of two H3--H4 dimers onto DNA, a possibility that needs to be tested in future experiments. The finding that RbAp46 and RbAp48 bind to histone H3--H4 dimers, but not to histone H3--H4 tetramers, may have wider implications because RbAp46, RbAp48 and their homologues function in a very large number of complexes involved in chromatin assembly, remodeling and modification, and it suggests that in many other chromatin related processes histones H3--H4 might be handled as dimers. More generally, it seems plausible that the presence of RbAp46 or RbAp48 in a diverse range of chromatin related complexes may reflect a requirement for reconfiguring the H3--H4 fold in processes that include the post-translational modification of histones and the repositioning of nucleosomes.

Our findings also have a number of potentially important implications for the epigenetic inheritance of post-translationally modified versions of H3--H4. It is thought that during DNA replication nucleosomes are completely disassembled at the replication fork and that ASF1, which can only bind to a dimer of H3--H4, is involved in the disassembly process through its association with the MCM2-7 helicase (ref. [@R39]). However, as discussed above all the evidence suggests that parental (H3--H4)~2~ is segregated as a tetramer during DNA replication (reviewed in ref. [@R10]). For H3--H4 to segregate to the leading and lagging DNA strands as tetramers, parental histones need to be transferred from in front of the replication fork and re-deposited in a process that excludes the incorporation of newly synthesized H3--H4 dimers. This could perhaps be facilitated by the localization of both ASF1 and CAF-1 to the replication fork, through their interactions with the MCM2-7 helicase (ref. [@R39]) and PCNA (ref. [@R40]), respectively, such that when ASF1--H3--H4 dissociates the histones have a greater tendency to bind to a CAF-1 complex that is in close spatial proximity. However, the assembly of "new" nucleosomes might be somehow separated from the segregation of "old" nucleosomes from in front to behind the replication fork. For example, the latter process could involve histone chaperones that are known to bind H3--H4 as tetramers (see e.g. ref. [@R41]), or it might involve some form of temporal separation.

Online Methods {#S8}
==============

Protein expression and purification {#S9}
-----------------------------------

Recombinant RbAp48 and ASF1^1-159^ proteins were expressed and purified as described (refs. [@R23] and [@R37], respectively). Histones H3 and H4 (*Xenopus leavis*), both full-length and globular domain (gH3, residues 27-135; gH4, residues 20 --102) were expressed, purified and refolded as described in ref. [@R2].

Protein complex formation and size-exclusion chromatography {#S10}
-----------------------------------------------------------

RbAp48, ASF1^1-159^ and refolded histone (H3--H4)~2~ tetramers (either by themselves or as complexes prepared by mixing the appropriate components in 0.5 M NaCl), were run in 20 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 0.7 M NaCl, and 1 mM EDTA at 4 °C on a Superdex 200 PC 3.2 /30 analytical size-exclusion column connected to an Ettan LC system (GE healthcare). Fractions (80 μL) were collected and the resulting proteins were analyzed on 4-12 % NuPAGE gels (Invitrogen). The apparent molecular masses of the complexes were estimated by interpolation from a standard linear regression curve.

BioLayer Interferometry {#S11}
-----------------------

BioLayer Interferometry (BLI) experiments were performed on a 16 channel ForteBio Octet RED 384 plate analysis instrument at 20 °C in 25 mM HEPES pH 7.5 and 100 mM NaCl, using either 20 μM RbAp48 or ASF1. The data were processed with the Overlord3 laboratory automation control software.

Non-denaturing mass spectrometry analysis {#S12}
-----------------------------------------

Samples were buffer-exchanged into 200 mM ammonium acetate pH 7.0 prior to mass spectrometry analysis and were typically measured at concentrations of 5-20 μM. Nano-electrospray ionization (nano-ESI) was performed using a chip-based infusion device (Advion Nanomate Triversa) with a spray voltage of 1.7-1.8 kV coupled to a Q-TOF mass spectrometer (Waters Synapt G1 T-wave IMS-MS/MS). Interface conditions on the mass spectrometer were chosen to effect gentle desolvation of native structures while maintaining non-covalent interactions in the complexes (ref. [@R43]). Key experimental parameters were (mobility mode): sample and extractor cone voltages of 60-120 V and 0-1 V, respectively; trap and transfer collision energies of 6-25 V and 4-15 V, respectively; bias 15-30 V; and backing, source, trap and IMS pressures of 5e0, 5e-3, 3e-2, 5e-1 mbar, respectively. Peak assignment was performed using the Masslynx 4.0 software and by manual fitting to calculated charge states.

Preparation of spin-labeled histone chaperone complexes {#S13}
-------------------------------------------------------

Spin-labeled H3-H4 complexes were prepared as described (refs. [@R44], [@R29]) and mixed with concentrated RbAp48 to give 300 - 400 μM samples). These were exchanged into a buffer with 0.8 M sodium chloride made up in deuterium oxide, using multiple rounds of concentration and dilution in Amicon ultra centrifugal concentrators (Millipore). 50 μL of 97 % ^2^H~8~-glycerol was added (Cambridge Isotope Laboratories) to give a final sodium chloride concentration of 0.4 M, prior to mixing and storage at -80 °C until measurement by EPR. Complexes containing ASF1 were prepared in the same way except that the buffer exchange was carried out in 1 M sodium chloride resulting in a final concentration of 0.5 M after addition of 50 % D~8~-glycerol.

PELDOR experiments {#S14}
------------------

PELDOR experiments were carried out using a Bruker ELEXSYS E580 spectrometer operating at the X-band with a dielectric ring resonator and a second 400 U Bruker microwave source. All measurements were made at 50 K with an over coupled resonator giving a Q factor of approximately 100. The video bandwidth was set to 20 MHz. A four-pulse, dead-time free, PELDOR sequence was used with the pump pulse frequency positioned at the center of the nitroxide spectrum. The frequency of the observer pulses was increased by 80 MHz. The observer sequence used a 32 ns π-pulse and the pump π-pulse was typically 16 ns. The experiment repetition time was 4.08 ms, and the number of scans used was sufficient to obtain a suitable quality signal (typically \>400 scans) with 50 shots at each time point.

PELDOR data analysis {#S15}
--------------------

In brief, the experimentally obtained time domain trace was processed so as to remove any unwanted intermolecular couplings arising from background decay. Tikhonov regularization was then used to simulate time trace data that gives rise to distance distributions, P(r), of different peak width depending on the regularization factor, alpha. The alpha term used was judged by reference to a calculated L curve. The L curve is a parametric plot that compares smoothness of the distance distribution to the mean square deviation. The most appropriate alpha term to be used is at the inflection of the L curve, as this provides the best compromise between smoothness (artifact suppression) and fit to the experimental data. PELDOR data were analyzed using the DeerAnalysis2006 software package (ref. [@R45]). The dipolar coupling evolution data was corrected for background echo decay using a homogeneous three-dimensional spin distribution. The starting time for the background fit was optimized to give the best fit to the Pake pattern in the Fourier transformed data and the lowest root mean square deviation background fit.

Fluorescence polarization (FP) experiments {#S16}
------------------------------------------

H3 was labeled with the Cy3 fluorescent dye (GE Healthcare) as described previously (ref. [@R46]). H3 and H4 were then refolded into 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5 and 2 M KCl. ASF1 was mixed with the H3--H4 complex to give maximum concentrations of the histone chaperone and Cy3-labeled H3--H4 of 200 nM and 20 nM, respectively, in 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM KCl, 5 % glycerol, 0.01 % NP40 and 0.01 % CHAPS, prior to a serial dilution against the same buffer containing 20 nM Cy3-labeled H3--H4. (For the RbAp48 titration the H3--H4 concentration was 6 nM.) Fluorescence polarization measurements were recorded using a PHERAstar FS plate reader (BMG Labtech; Germany) equipped with a fluorescence polarization optical module (excitation = 540 nm; emission = 590 nm). The anisotropy was measured at 20°C in black 96-well half area, flat bottom, NBS plates (Corning; USA). The instrument was set in a top optical measurement mode, with 200 flashes per well. The gain and focal height were set using free fluorescein (Fluorescein Sodium; Fluka) in 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 (mP = 35). Samples were incubated at 20 °C for at least 5 minutes prior to measurement to allow the binding to reach equilibrium, and at least three independent experiments were performed for each sample.

FP experimental data analysis {#S17}
-----------------------------

The fluorescence anisotropy data were analyzed using a simple 1 to 1 binding model \[RbAp48 does not interact directly with ASF1 (see [Supplementary Fig. 4](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and the H3--H4 complex exists as a dimer at the concentrations used (ref. [@R36])\]. Because the Cy3-labeled H3--H4 concentrations used in our experiments (in order to ensure an acceptable signal to noise ratio) are substantially larger than the measured K~D~ values, we performed non-linear fits to the raw data of ligand depletion binding isotherms adapted for fluorescence anisotropy measurements (ref. [@R47], [@R48]) using the pro*fit* package (Quantum Soft, Switzerland): $$\mathbf{r}_{\mathit{obs}} = \mathbf{r}_{0} + \Delta\mathbf{r}\frac{\left( \left\lbrack \mathbf{D} \right\rbrack_{0} + \mathbf{K}_{D} + \left\lbrack \mathbf{P} \right\rbrack_{0} \right) - \sqrt[{}]{\left( \left\lbrack \mathbf{D} \right\rbrack_{0} + \mathbf{K}_{D} + \left\lbrack \mathbf{P} \right\rbrack_{0} \right)^{2} - 4\left\lbrack \mathbf{D} \right\rbrack_{0}\left\lbrack \mathbf{P} \right\rbrack_{0}}}{2\left\lbrack \mathbf{D} \right\rbrack_{0}}$$ where: *r~obs~* is the measured anisotropy, *r~0~* is the anisotropy of the Cy3-bound histone H3--H4 complex in the absence of ligand, *Δr* is the anisotropy amplitude of the ligand-saturated histone H3--H4 complex, \[*D*\]*~0~* is the total concentration of the ligand, \[*P*\]*~0~* is the total concentration of the Cy3-bound histone H3--H4 complex, and K~D~ is the dissociation equilibrium constant. For the titration of ASF1 with the RbAp48--H3--H4 complex a linear drift term was added to the equation above. The non-linear fits were initially performed using a Monte Carlo algorithm without error analysis and the fitted parameters were used for fitting with a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm with error analysis. The resulting errors (1 standard deviation) are large because of the poor signal to noise. The quality of the fits were assessed by translating the Chi squared values into probabilities (P). Because the P value for the titration of ASF1 with the RbAp48--H3--H4 complex was low we repeated the fit using a Monte Carlo algorithm with a Lorentzian distribution of the errors to account for their non-Gaussian distribution (see [Fig. 5c](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The K~D~ values are reported as apparent K~D~ because the initial extent of ligand depletion exceeds 50 % of the K~D~ value (ref. [@R49]). We estimate that the true K~D~ values are lower (*i.e.* the affinity is higher).
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======================
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![Stoichiometry of the RbAp48 interaction with the histone H3--H4 complex. **a**, Refolded recombinant histones gH3 and gH4 were analyzed on a Superdex 200 size exclusion column, either alone (red trace), or in the presence of RbAp48 in a 1:1 ratio (blue trace). Eluted complexes were analyzed using SDS-PAGE gels (right). **b**, Non-denaturing nano-ESI mass spectrum of the RbAp48--gH3--gH4 complex. The m/z region 3500 to 5500 is expanded (below) to show the ion series for RbAp48--gH3--gH4 (\~50 % of total intensity), RbAp48--gH3 (\~20 %) and RbAp48--gH4 (\~30 %), represented by purple, green and orange dots, respectively. **c**, The RbAp48--gH3--gH4 species was selected for collision-induced dissociation leading to release of either gH3 (\~40 %) or gH4 (\~60 %). (The remaining RbAp48--gH4 and RbAp48--gH3 complexes are above m/z 4500, and are not shown.) A comparison of the experimental vs theoretical m/z values is provided in the [Supplementary Table](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](ukmss-50153-f0001){#F1}

![RbAp48 binds to histone H3--H4 dimers. **a**, Background corrected PELDOR data for the H3Q125C spin-labeled (H3--H4)~2~ complex alone (black), and following the addition of two equivalents of RbAp48 (blue) (left panel). Tikhonov derived distance distributions show a clear peak at \~30 Å for the H3Q125-labelled H3--H4 tetramer, but none for the RbAp48--H3--H4 complex (right panel). **b**, Background corrected PELDOR data for the H3--H4 complex, where both H3Q125C and H4T71C were spin-labeled, before (black) and after (blue) the addition of two equivalents of RbAp48 (left panel). Tikhonov derived distance distributions show peaks at \~20, 37 and 56 Å for the H3--H4 tetramer and several overlapping peaks for the RbAp48 complex (right panel). In both **a** and **b**, the most appropriate time trace simulation (obtained using Tikhonov regularization) is shown in red. A C110A mutation in H3 was used such that only the unique cysteine at Gln-125 was labeled with MTSL.](ukmss-50153-f0002){#F2}

![The H3--H4 complex undergoes substantial structural rearrangement upon binding of RbAp48. **a**, Model of two possible conformations for H3--H4 in solution. The model was generated using PyMol ([@R42]). Helix-1 from H4 may unfold to interact with the RbAp46 and RbAp48 binding pocket as observed in the RbAp46--H4 crystal structure. **b**, Background corrected PELDOR data for an H3--H4 complex, where H3L65C and H4N25C were spin-labeled, before and after the addition of an equimolar amount of RbAp48 are shown in black and blue, respectively (left panel). Distance distribution peaks are observed for the H3--H4 dimer (\~30 Å), and for the RbAp48 complex (\~55 Å) (right panel). **c**, Background corrected PELDOR data for an H3--H4 complex, where H3M90C and H4N25C were spin-labeled, before and after the addition of an equimolar amount of RbAp48 (black and blue, respectively, see left panel). The distance distribution shows a predominant peak for the H3--H4 dimer (\~23 Å) and a major peak (\~61 Å) for the RbAp48 complex (see right panel). In **b** and **c**, the most appropriate time trace simulation (obtained using Tikhonov regularization) is shown in red. A C110E mutation in H3 was used to reduce H3--H4 tetramerization and create an obligate H3-H4 dimer ([@R33]).](ukmss-50153-f0003){#F3}

![Both RbAp48 and ASF1 can simultaneously bind the histone H3--H4 complex. **a**, gH3 and gH4 were refolded and mixed with RbAp48 in a 1:1 molar ratio together with excess ASF1^1-159^ prior to analysis on a Superdex 200 size exclusion column. The eluted proteins were analyzed by SDS-PAGE (right panel). **b**, Non-denaturing nano-ESI mass spectrum of the RbAp48--gH3--gH4--ASF1^1-159^ complex. The ion series from the RbAp48--gH3--gH4--ASF1^1-159^, RbAp48, and ASF1^1-159^ species are shown by magenta, brown, and light green diamonds, respectively. A comparison of the experimental vs theoretical m/z values is provided in the [Supplementary Table](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. (The peak series marked with asterisks corresponds to a 1:2:2:2 RbAp48--H3--H4--ASF1^1-159^ complex, which perhaps forms due to oxidation and dimerization of ASF1^1-159^ in the sample.)](ukmss-50153-f0004){#F4}

![Comparison of the affinities of ASF1 for the histone H3--H4 and RbAp48--H3--H4 complexes. **a,** and **b**, *r~obs~*, the measured fluorescence anisotropy, is plotted against increasing concentrations of either ASF1^1-159^ or RbAp48 to demonstrate binding to H3-H4. H3 was labeled with the Cy3 fluorophore at either Gln-125 or Leu-65. **c**, Plot of *r~obs~* against increasing concentrations of ASF1^1-159^ for binding to the RbAp48--H3--H4 complex, labeled with Cy3 at Gln-125 on H3. In **a**, and **b**, a ligand-depletion binding isotherm was fitted to the data using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. In **c**, the data were fitted with either a ligand-depletion binding isotherm using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (dashed line), or with an anisotropy ligand-depletion binding isotherm (with drift) using a Monte Carlo algorithm (solid line). (Note that in **b**, the concentration of Cy3-labeled H3--H4 was lower than that in **a** and **c**, giving the curves a different appearance) All experiments were carried out in triplicate -- data points are the mean of three independent experiments and the error bars represent ± 1 standard deviation. A C110A mutation in H3 was used such that only the unique cysteine was labeled with the fluorophore.](ukmss-50153-f0005){#F5}
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